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Juniors juggle familiar  
pressures and interests with 

thoughts of the future 

[A] BACK IT UP Suraj Gangaram 
spends time afterschool alongside peers 
painting the “Phineas and Ferb” skit 
backdrop. Detailed skit props and 
setups added to the environment of 
the skits, and took groups of students 
hours afterschool to complete. Photo by 
Abhignya Uppalapati
[B] WALK OF FAME Junior class 
president Sarah Tan walks alongside 
Chinese teacher I-Chu Chang at the 
homecoming football game after being 
nominated to Homecoming Court. 
Photo by Michelle Wang
[C] TRIVIA TRIALS Jeff Shen 
and Parth Asawa compete in the 
homecoming trivia bowl during 
lunchtime. Minor games and activities 
were littered throughout the week to 
boost spirit and student participation. 
Photo by Michelle Wang

A time for newfound discovery as well as chaotic attempts 
to keep up with increasing workloads, junior year is an 
interesting time for student growth and learning. Met 
with both successes and failures, they learn to balance 

the tasks at hand with the pressures of the future. 
    “Junior year is like if someone taught you how to make a grilled 
cheese and then put you in a restaurant and asked you to make a 
lasagna,” Sylvana Northrop said. “You’ve learned to manage your 
stress a little bit better from freshman and sophomore year but 
[there is] so much more stress on you because you have to think 
about college apps and your grades significantly more. ”
     Literature teacher Kate Evard describes junior year as a time 
when the newfound maturity of students allows them to handle 
more complex thinking in the classroom environment. 
     “It’s a lot smoother; that’s the first word that I [can] come up 
with,” Evard said. “I tell [the students] it’s like driving a suburban 
instead of a little bumpy car like my Mazda, because they know 
how the school works. I am not familiarizing them with the culture 
of the school; all that stuff is behind them, and we start out in a 
higher place than I do with my freshman.”

Junior year is the grade most notorious among students for high 
levels of stress, competition and workload. However, Safaa Mouline 
finds that the reputation she learned to associate with junior year 
helped buffer the actual impact of the changes. 

If you were to say a few words to describe the 
whole junior class, what would you say?

     “The fact that people make junior year sound so stressful, and 
that I’ve been primed to think that it’s going to be overwhelming 
has in a way helped,” Mouline said. “Because the times where it’s 
not that overwhelming I’m like, ‘OK, I can deal with this.’”
     Time management and scheduling forms a big part of the 
success or difficulties a student experiences while accommodating 
for the academic change of pace they go through transitioning 
from sophomore to junior year. 
     “Something I’ve struggled with this semester is every time I 
tend to give more attention to one class, the rest of them suffer,” 
Mouline said. “What’s been helping is just kind of taking a week 
at a time, looking at it on a more microscopic level and organizing 
all of my classes independently; that has helped break apart the 
stresses I have so that I don’t have to kind of do that weird thing 
where the balance beam goes up on one class and the other one 
goes down.”
     Junior year forces adjustment to a new norm, and requires 
students to think beyond their current role as a student at MVHS to 
whatever future they hope to pursue beyond. 

“My friends and I’ve been discussing something called Junior-
itis,” Mouline said. “Where you’re in this weird medium because 
you still have components of your schoolwork or of profile building 
quote unquote for colleges where you still feel the stresses from 
that. At the same time, you see the end of it. It’s this weird 
contradiction of feelings.”

       —Sylvia Li & Jannah Sheriff
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“We vibin’ 4real 
4real, we put the 

real in gorilla.”
 —Tanmay Sharma
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